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A subdivision of surveyed land may create residual non-designated portions. Such residual 
portions are called remainder parcels.  
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Always capture Remainder Polygons of a surveyed Parcel in the ICF.  
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Remainder parcels are created as a result of other surveys, whether it is through Land Act or 
Land Title Act subdivision surveys.  In other words an originating surveyed parcel, such as a 
District Lot, has had subsequent subdivision surveys on part of the parcel and thus created 
leftover piece(s) that do not have a PID or PIN association in LTO or Tantalis. 

In general, these are not captured as distinct polygons in Tantalis and, as a rule, should not have 
a unique PIN associated with them. There are rare occurrences where Tantalis has captured 
Remainder parcels and attributed them with PIN’s and REM description.  However, Remainder 
parcels shall be captured in the ICF and be identified. The Primary parcel PIN cannot be used for 
Remainder parcels as it was created for the original Primary parcel.   

A remainder parcel can be made up of one or many polygons. Multi-part polygons are not 
currently accepted. Field names and attribute requirements pertaining to remainder parcels are 
shown below with the following example.  
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� Polygonize the 'Remainder' polygon in the ICF by either polygonizing existing LG spatial 
file or copying from the provided Tantalis spatial file and resolve polygon topology issues.  
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In this example a Surveyed Primary Parcel has been subdivided, leaving a 'remainder polygon'.  
There are no records in Tantalis, LTO, or BCA which pertain to this polygon.  

A remainder parcel shall be attributed as in the following example, only when no legal information 
is found.  The following fields shall be attributed using DL 123 NEWCASTLE Land District as an 
example: 

ICF FEATURE TABLE 

LAND_DISTRICT NEWCASTLE 

ICF_LEGAL_DESCRIPTION  REM DL 123 NEWCASTLE  

LEGAL_FREEFORM REM DL 123 
 

LAND_ACT_PRIMARY_DESCRIPTION DL 123 

ADMINISTERED_BY CROWN PROVINCIAL (only when no titled 
information is found) 

CAPTURE_METHOD e.g. COGO 

POSITIONAL_ACCURACY (may be upgraded if captured using higher 
evidence) 

 


